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News Briefs

Lawrentians Taking A Stand For Children

COMPILED BY ARIE FARNAM

Discussion of Roman
Coins Featuring the
Characters of Legend
Brad Wendel, a senior at
Lawrence, presented a slide show
entitled, "Could You Spare a
Denarius" in the Wriston Auditorium on May 23. The lecture discussed the history and significance of the coins of the Roman
Empire and displayed more coins
featuring legendary figures such
as Augustus, the first Roman
emperor, Julius Caesar, his rival
Mark Antony and his assassin
Brutus.
The Lawrence classics department retains a 51-piece collection
of Roman coins from 509 B.C. to
27 B.C.

Three Ninth
Performances

'

Week

Two faculty recitals and a
final jazz concert livened up ninth
week.
Under the direction of Ken
Schaphorst and Richard Bjella,
the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble and the Jazz Singers
performed for the last time this
academic year on May 24 in the
Memorial Chapel. Saxophonist
Donny McCaslin joined the Jazz
Ensemble for the premiere performance of Schaphorst's Uprising.
This concert featured graduating students, Jamie Beckman
(tenor saxophone), Seth Ducey,
Malcolm Martin and Rich Tirk
(trumpets), Pete Martens and
Andy Peik (trombones ), Andrew
Deitrich (drums), and Jason Roebke (bass).
Graham Kenny,
tenor, and Dave Robertson, bass,
were featured singers.
The
Ensemble and Singers presented
One O'Clock Jump by Count
Basie, Concerto for Cootie by
Ellington, and Don't Git Sassy by
Thad Jone, plus compositions by
Lawrence students, including
Javier Arau's Southland, Erin
Fusco's Finding Common Ground
and Martin's Machite.
On Sunday May 26 Kevin
Gallagher, a Lawrence faculty
member, performed on guitar in
Harper Hall. He presented works
such as Sonata in C Major by J . S.
Bach, Another's Fandango by
John Anthony Lennon, Nocturnal, op. 70 by Benjamin Britten
and Four Short Pieces by Frank
Martin.
Faculty members, Steven
Jordheim, saxophone, and Dane
Richeson, percussion, presented a
recital in Harper Hall on May 25.
Their program featured the premiere of Jordheim's Rhapsody for
flute, clarinet, saxophone, marimba and cello, Saudade Bahia by
Richeson, Concerto for Saxophone
and Piano by Ingolf Dahl, Child of
Tree by John Cage, and Little
Threepenny Suite by Kurt Weill.
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BY ZACHARIA VICTOR

On June 1, 1996, a group of
26 Lawrence students and faculty members will be in Washington, D.C. They, along with more
than 100,000 other people, will
participate in Stand For Children Day. Marian Edelman,
founder and president of The
Stand For Children organization,
writes of the event, "What you
and I stand for now-on the eve
of a new millennium, in this last
election year of the century-will

shape our nation's fate and our
children's future ." The organization describes the event as "a day
to commit ourselves as a national
community to do more to improve
the quality of children's lives ... "
Several weeks ago, Beth Alex. akos, a first-year Lawrence student from Chicago, heard about
Stand For Children Day and
decided to see if there were other
Lawrentians who would be interested in participating in the rally. "I was really surprised that so
many people were interested,"
she said, "especially because of

finals week ..."
Alexakos
single-handedly
organized the group. of Lawrentians who will attend the event.
"We're one of the few colleges
who can actually do this," she
observed, " ... since we get out so
late." The day before the event,
the group will drive to Chicago
and fly out that evening. "We got
a really good deal on plane tickets," Alexakos said. Dean
Thomas, who \,in be attending
the rally, helped the group find a
place to stay: trustee Harold J ordan's home in Washington, D.C.

Alexakos remarked on Jordan's
charity, "He'll have 26 people at
his house ... It'll be pretty close
quartrers ."
The main event will take
place from 1:00 - 3:00 P.M. at
Lincoln Memorial and will
include an "interfaith service,"
music from a 2,000 voice children's choir, nationally known
entertainers, and several speakers . There will also be a moment
when, as the organization writes,
" ... all Americans are asked to
continued to page 3

From One Class Gift to Another
BY }OHN DRAKE

With the completion of the
class of 1995's gift clock last

week, the university is now

couple of years before it is put

underway with the planning for

up. The city of Appleton is cur-

The class of 1996 has decided to leave Lawrence University a sign. Actually, it is leaving
this year's graduating class
Lawrence a sign that will
gift.
replace the current sign marking the beginning of Lawrence's
. campus, in order to better distinguish the Lawrence campus
from the rest of Appleton .
Forty ·percent of the students of the Senior Class have
already contributed $5,000 dollars toward the purchase of this
sign, which they hope will be
dedicated in 2001, at the fifth
anniversary of the class' graduation .
The process of choosing the
gift started in January of this
year, when the Senior Class
Gift Committee, led by Jennifer
Crawford, gave seniors the
choice to vote on ··three gift
options . The first idea was of
purchasing new furniture for
the library; the second was the
idea of establishing a fund that
would be used for students
studying off campus; while the
third was the idea of purchasing a sign for the campus,
which won an overwhelming
majority of the votes .
The_sign will have to wait a

rently planning a renovation of
College Avenue that may help
determine the design of the
sign. There is a possibility that
the renovation may stop before
reaching the Lawrence campus,
and if it does, Lawrence will
have more fre edom in choosing
the sign's design.

If the r e novation of the
Aven ue does go through the
campus,

how eve r , then

th e

sign 's design will largely be
affected by the architecture of
the

Avenue' s

ren ovation .

According t o Stacy Shro de,
Assistant Dire ctor of Donor
Relations, Lawrence is hopeful
that the

renovation of the

Avenue does go through the
campus, so that the sign can be
integrated into the renovation.

ASIA-A Events Week Debates Asian/Pacific Issues and Celebrates Culture
BY TAE-SUN KIM

In the month of May,
Lawrence University's Association
of Students Interested in AsianAmerica (ASIA-A) sponsored a
series of events in celebration of
Asian/Pacific American History
Month. Yes, such a month does
exist, and for a good reason. Since
the contributions and achievements of Asian/Pacific Americans
have been systematically erased
or completely ignored by many
American
institutions,
Asian/Pacific American interest
groups around the nation have
dedicated the month of May as
"their moment in the spotlight."
Fortunately for Lawrentians, the
members of ASIA-A have worked
diligently to bring a piece of the
Asian/Pacific American experience to Appleton, Wisconsin this
year.

delightfulThroughout
the
ly entermonth of May, members
t a in in g
of the Asian/American
'· · , ' ' ' · '·'' ·"'''"'''''":,. fa s h i o n
student
community
S h O W
hosted a student lecture
showcasseries, discussing topics
ing ASIAsuch as the indigenous
A memJapanese communities
b e r s ,
of Peru, Korean-Ameriinterprecan feminism, homosext i V e
uality, and interracial
dance, a
adoption.
perforASIA-A also sponsored a lecture by Dr.
mance by
the AsianMichael
Thornton,
American
where he discussed the
i C O n ,
stunning differences
between
the
Shawn
Wong,
Asian/American press
and the mainstream
and gloriASIA-A member, gerrin' down
press. There was also a
ous Asian
food!
showing of the movie,
Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story, and
Personally speaking, I feel
the ASIA-A Heritage dinner. The extremely satisfied. There is a
dinner included the performance good number of people on and off
of a Hmong girls' dance troupe, a campus who didn't hesitate to

inform about how they benefited
from . the Asian/Pacific American
programs this month--and they
were not all Asians . The members
of ASIA-A have brushed up on
their Asian/Pacific American history, they learned to organize cultural events, learned how to prepare Oriental cuisine, made elaborate paper dragon, perfected their
catwalk struts, and mastered the
art of keeping cool under pressure.
In the words of Shawn Wong, "It is
impossible not to learn something
valuable from all this."
Indeed, America is a beautifully diverse nation. Any attempt to
undermine or underrepresent the
contributors of this great diversity
is injustice. Because Asian/Pacific
Americans have suffered from the
historical
black-balling,
Asian/Pacific Americans MUST be
the ones to reverse this process.

continued to page 7
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Halberstam Depicts Ecconomic Democracy Driven by Education
and south, between developed
and non-developed, the educated
At the May 16 Honors Convo- and the uneducated, and finally
cation Lawrence University pre- between the rich and the poor."
sented Pulitzer Prize winning This devision is widening, with
journalist
and
best-selling potenicially disastrous ecconomauthor David Halberstam with ic effects.
Halberstam claimed that
the Honorary Degree of Doctor of
Literature. Shortly thereafter because of a widening gap
Halberstam adressed the audi- between rich and poor "the kind ·
ence in the Memorial Chapel of ·easy afluence of the middle
with an acessment of the chang- class that we have enjoyed is
ing international ecconomy and about to end."
To back up his claims that the
some parting advice for the
wealth of a nation is affected by
Lawrence class of 1996.
Lawrence President Richard its ecconomic equality and jusWarch awarded Halberstam the tice, he described the years after
honorary degree based on his World War Two, when in his
critical, compelling and highly mind, America was the richest.
interpretive reporting and writ- "We were rich because never
ing during the past four decades. before had the wealth of a nation
Halberstam's writings persuaded been so equitable distributed
the American people "to tear amoung so many ordinary peoaway the screens of complacency ple."
Halberstam surmised that
behind which American society
occasionally hides its flaws," recent changes in the political
and ecconomic structure of modWarch stated.
The convocation, etitled "The ern society have lead to a "suprisWorld You Inherit," assessed ingly high degree of anxiety and
major ecconomic and political uneasiness, bordering on unhapforces and the state of the inter- piness" in America, even as
national community. Halber- Americans enjoy a nation of culstam opened with a discussion of tural growth and enormous personal freedom.
the end of the Cold War.
"We want to live in a painless
He said that today "is a much
harder time to govern and a society," Halberstam said of
much harder time to be a [politi- Americans, "That's not the way it
cal] candidate, because in the old works, even in the good life there
days all you had to do was say is plenty of pain to go around for
you were against the commu- everyone. There are no garnists." In short, politics and ecco- entees."
While he stated that the
nomics have gotten more complicated. "We struggle with the United States still has an open
.unleashing of long suppressed door to the future, he cautioned
forces in all countries," Halber- that Americans lead the good life
with out realizing it. Difficulties
stam explained.
_
Secondly his speech focused are inevitible. "Women are going
on "the coming of the new inter- to play a more important part in
national ecconomy, in which the ecconomy, which is going to
national boundaries mean less put stress on the home," Halberand less." Large quantities of stam said, "We are going to have
capital, stock piles of goods, and to learn to deal with the new circorporations are no longer tied to cumstances of the home."
He also made clear that the
specific countries.
Halberstam went on to say, new trend in American isolation"In the old order a country was ism is a doomed road. "You can
rich because it had a huge land not pull out of the international
mass, a favorable climate, a ecconomy. It's a done deal!," he
great deal of natural resources asserted, "We cannot be a leader
and a government that did not of the world, an international
too much get in the way of ecco- power, politically and militarily
nomic developement." During in an isolationist ecconomy. The
that "idustrial age" the United more successfully we move on to
States enjoyed unprecidented the new ecconomy, the higher the
wealth because of Franklin level of education, the less there ·
Rosevelt's "democratic capital- will be a force of know-nothingism" and because "the worker nationalism in this country."
Finally he spoke to his fellows
was a sharing participant."
In the latter part of this cen- in the Lawrence class of 1996.
tury, Halberstam claimed that He proclaimed that graduates of
countries, such as Japan, with Lawrence are "amoung the
few natural resources, a weak blessed" and continually upheld
labour force and insignificant the importance of a solid educaland mass, began passing the tion. "There is a moral sensibiliU.S. by "through the maximiza- ty that makes you better [than
tion of the human brain, through past generations]" he remarked,
education." This change marked "You will be dealing with a socithe beginning of "ecconomic pow- ety in which not everybody is as
lucky as you are. How do you
er driven by education."
In the third part of his pre- keep some sense of ecconomic
sentation, Halberstam pointed democracy, some sense of jusout that the main feature of the tice?" he asked.
new global ecconomy will be the
The difficulty that Lawrence
importance of education. "Work graduates may face, Halberstam
is no longer driven by muscle. It asserted, will be the choice of a
will be more and more driven by rewarding, interesting and useintelegence."
ful career that allows the individAccording to Halberstam this ual to lead a full life on the side
shift in ecconomic power will
and doesn't trap him or her into a
change the entire political strucmoney making rat race with no
ture of the world. "The real
end. "Trust your instinct on
devision is not between commuwhat is true ," he advised,
nism and anti-communistm," he
"because it can be a long life anydeclared, "but between north
way, even if you love what you're
. ,BY ARIE FARNAM

Departmental BBQ's have raised campus,wide
hamburger consumption and small,fires, as
demonstrated by Professor Helen Klebesadel of
the Art department who attempts to put out a
"brat fire" with lemonade!

Corrections
In the May 24th edition of the
Lawrentian, the published decisions

of the Honor Council falsely ran
under the title: "Judicial Board Decisions." The Lawrentian regrets this
error.
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doing, and a very long life, if you
don't."
Later in the afternoon during
the question and answer session,
Halberstam
encouraged
Lawrence's espiring journalists,
commented on journalistic style
and sports reporting, and told
stories about his reporting days
in Mississippi and Vietnam. He
stressed his view that journalism
is not only an occupation reporting the facts but also a, science of
interpretation and analysis. His
demeanor was different from
that of other convocation speakers. He insisted on an informal
atmosphere in the question and
answer session, in which he
pulled up a chair, ignoring the
ready podium and asked the
audience to move in closer.
For the most part student
and faculty reactions to Halberstam's speech were positive.
Warch
cited
Halberstam's
"dogged refusal to tolerate hypocracy" and his "confidence that no
problem, no challenge, no
tragedy is to great of to complex
to have originated in human
frailty or to be addressed by
human effort."
Some Lawrentians mentioned that it was easy to see why
he might be viewed as contreversial. For example, even in his
convocation speech, although he
jumped through the hoops, he
portrayed a "sarcastic disrespect
for political correctness."
Halberstam started out his
journalistic career editing the
Harvard Crimson. In the 1950's
he worked for local papers in
Mississippi and Tennissee,
reporting on the early civil rights
movement. This experience, Halberstam claims, prepared him for
the demanding conditions of foreign reporting, because it
brought him into "situations
where you could be intimidated."
The stories he filed with The
Liberal Reporter brought him to
the attention of The New York
Times, which he joined in 1960.
He went to the Belgian Congo to
report on its struggle for independance, and soon received the
Overseas Press Club Award. In
1962 Halberstam was posted to
Vietnam, where he brought a
measure of critical analysis to
the initial unquestioning optimism of the American journalists
in the war.
Eventually through intense
investigation he and others came
to a point where they felt they
must denounce the war and its
motives. He was honored with a
Pulizer Prize for his work in Vietnam and he has continued to be a
reputable force constantly pressuring the American people to
look at situations from different
angles and not to take the first
words as truth.
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Justice for the Opressed: Coffin Continues King's Vision
During the Southern Freedom Rides of 1961
BY CHARLEY SHAW

In May of 1961, the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE) tested
the extent to which the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC)
prevented discrimination and
prejudice against black interstate bus passengers. Though
after 1954 the Commission had
banned segregated facilities on
interstate trips, Martin Luther
King, Jr. and other civil rights
leaders felt it was necessary to
find out how strictly their rights
were being upheld.
In order to test the enforcement of this legislation, the first
freedom ride was planned. The
freedom ride consisted of an
interracial group which boarded
a bus with the intention of riding
through the Southern United
States in order to test ICC jurisdictional facilities.
The end result for the riders
was a severe mauling by white
mobs in Anniston and in Birmingham, Alabama, where the ride
came to an abrupt halt and the
dismal state of American race
relations was reaffirmed.
Today, William Sloane Coffin
is the Stephen Scarff Visiting
Professor of Religious Studies.
However, at the time of the freedo·m rides he was Chaplain at
Yale University. In his published
memoirs, entitled Once to Every
Man: A Memoir, Coffin described
the anger he felt upon hearing
about the brutality of the attacks
on the freedom riders: "I doubt
that I'd been angrier and certainly never more ashamed of the
United States than I was looking
at the pictures of the beatings."
Despite his removed perspective in Connecticut, when he
realized that the beatings were

continued from page 4

as much a problem for whites in sources of prejudice and injus- consequences for the riders. "It
America as they were for blacks, tice, according to Coffin. "Anger looked like we were in for some
he came to the conclusion that, and love are very intimately pretty good trouble," said Coffin.
"Not to go to Montgomery was related. If you lower your level of "If the bus driver hadn't swerved
unthinkable."
anger at oppression, you have at the last minute 'and taken off
Coffin mentioned in an inter- lowered your level of love for the for Montgomery we certainly
would have been beaten up pretview with the Lawrentian that, oppressed."
.
Thus with their hopes set on ty badly."
"Discrimination against blacks is ·
a white man's problem just like helping to achieve racial justice,
A few miles out of Lanett,
sexism is a male problem and and a motorcycle escort to the they were joined by National
homophobia is a straight prob- Alabama state line, the group Guardsmen who escorted them to
lem. So I didn't feel that it was made it that far without being Montgomery and provided prothe black plight, it was white and accosted by a mob. However, the .tection from the mob. Being
black together against prejudice atmosphere became ominous escorted off the bus by National
which was the way that King saw when the motorcycle escort left Guardsmen with ~rocks winging
it too."
the group at the state line. Coffin over the head of the Guardsmen"
After observing the "sit-ins" recalled in his memoir how David thrown by the mob, Coffin said,
prior to · 1961 by students who Swift, who was on the bus, com- "[I]t seemed like the entire white
had "been studying Gandhi and mented, "I think we're being population of the town had gathered to get us."
Thoreau and had decided that thrown to the wolves."
they should think as people of
Arriving in Lanett, Alabama,
Coffin and the rest of the freeaction and act as people of the riders were greeted by a mob dom riders were picked up by
thought," he felt a personal need whose "clothes reflected their Robert Abernathy and Wyatt
to organize northern clergy and poverty. It was clear that their Walker, both civil rights leaders.
professors to further the non-vio- prejudice was returning them AB they entered Abernathy's car,
lent struggle for racial equality.
precious few dividends," said Cof- a rock smashed the windshield,
"After [the sit-ins], this friend fin.
just as a reporter rushed up to
of mine John Mcquire ... and I
Based on this observance, the car to ask Abernathy a quesdecided that we had to do some- Coffin feels that white prejudice tion. When the reporter asked
thing, but we hadn't decided is not natural but a mindset that Abernathy if he was afraid that
what it was ... So when the the first is produced and exploited by the the violence and controversy surfreedom ride took place and those upper echelons of industrial capi- rounding the freedom rides was
people took a real pasting, we talism to keep the lower class going to embarrass President
Kennedy during his talks with
decided, 'well, this would be it.'"
poor and segregated.
Along with four white riders
Coffin said, "So the natural Russian Premier Khrushchev,
from the North and two black alliance was between poor blacks
students from the South and the and poor whites against rich
continued to page 8
memory of the brutality that the managers. The sad thing was
first two freedom rides had that the rieh managers could
enpured, Coffin boarded a bus in exploit the prejudices of poor
Atlanta, Georgia bound for whites by saying, 'you don't need
Alabama.
to be unionized, you can always
"We felt a little tense," step on the nigger,' and people, if
recalled Coffin. "Obviously we they had somebody under them
were heading for some kind of to step on, would rather step on
trouble but on the other hand I somebody under them than chalfelt that we were doing the right lenge somebody above them.
thing."
That seems to be a sad fact of hisOn The Avenue
In many instances, including tory."
East 219
the freedom rides, being compasIn Lanett, without police proAppleton, Wt ::>481 l
sionate demands confronting tection, tht: zsil.utttiun had zs1::v1::c1::

stand up for children wherever
they are to pledge their unity
with rally participants ... "
"A lo_t of campus organizations have helped out," Alexakos
said. Various student organizations, fraternities, and residence
halls have given some of their
"leftover" or end-of-year funds to
the cause. Alexakos said that
Professor Coffin's support helped
them to get a substantial donation from The Aid Association
For Lutherans. Professor Coffin
is in fact a long-time friend of
Marian Edelman. Edelman had
already corresponded with Coffin
about the event before Alexkos
had even discussed it with him .
"I am really happy that
this many people showed interest," Alexakos said. "Many . people say that our campus is inactive ...you just need sparks like
this to get us going .. ." When
asked about her involvement and
leadership at Lawrence in Stand
For Children Day, she remarked,
"I tend to get a lot of crazy ideas
in my head and I haven't met too
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Love that Dirty Water: A Environmental ·H istory of the Fox River
waste. Early attempts to eliminate the river's odor included
The water quality of the Fox dumping perfume into the
River has changed drastically water. Eventually, more realisover the past 150 years. The tic efforts were made which tarsubstantial waterpower attract- geted the sources of the pollued many settlers in the 1850's, tion. In 1968, the Wisconsin
who came to build flour mills. Department
of
Natural
By the 1890's, the flour mills Resources asked specific Applehad · been replaced by paper ton companies to reduce pollumills and the population of the tants by 80-90% by 1972. At the
region continued to grow. The same time, a citizen lawsuit
river had become the area's motivated the city of Green Bay
only sewer system, carrying to improve its waste water
away human, agricultural, and treatment plants and reduce
industrial wastes that were all pollutants entering the river.
simply dumped into the water . The Clean Water Act of 1972
These practices, of course, was the first federal regulation
resulted in horrendous water on water pollutants. It allowed
quality. By 1927, certain parts local mills to make the neces. of the river were ignitable , in sary improvements without
the 1930 's, there were dirty having to worry about unequal
rafts of fibrous paper-mill competition in other states. By
sludge known as "alligators" to 1977, the pulp and paper mill
local children, and by the 40's, production was three times as
farmers were fencing off the great as in the 1950's, and polriver so that their cattle would lution had gone down by 80%.
not drink the toxic water. The Water quality had finally begun
first sewage treatment plant to improve, and fish returned in
was built in 1935 , but most · the 1970's after a 50-year
sewage still flowed directly into absence .
the river. Bay beach, a popular
Since the 1970's, water qualGreen Bay park, was perma- ity has continued to improve
nently closed in 1943 due to the with further advancement of
municipal and industrial pollu- waste treatment methods at
tion .
both municipal and industrial
Technological advances in sources. These sources of polluthe 40's and 50 's led to tion substantially limited, the
increased production as well as emphasis has now shifted to the
increased waste, resulting in an toxic chemicals that remain in
increase in efforts to change the the sediments at the bottom of
deplorable conditions. More the river, and to nonpoint
sewage treatment plants had sources of pollution . Toxic
been built, but residents were chemicals (PCB's and metals
"till du,upiub e;a, babt:: iuLU the
such as mercury, leau, i;ele,~ium
river and the paper mills were and cadmium) were recently
still freely dumping their discovered, and there 1·s curBY RACHEL STEEVES

rently no efficient method of
removing them. While they
remain in the river, they are
assimilated into the food chain
where they impair reproductive
processes and make fish inedible. Nonpoint sources include

sources; examples include ordinances that control construction site erosio9 and that
require livestock be kept at
least 16.5 feet from streams.
Efforts such as these have
helped to reduce nonpoint

The author on the bank of her subject

urban and agricultural runoff
such as street, parking lot, and
construction debris; pesticides
and fertilizers; animal wastes;
and leaking septic fields. These
sources, while individually
minor, combine to affect water
quality significantly. Management programs have been
developed to
. deal with these

sources, but they have not eliminated these sources of pollution.
Some researchers believe
that water quality at the mouth
of the Fox River in Green Bay
cannot be improved until Lake
Winnebago is cleaned up. These
researchers see the runoff that
ends up in Lake Winnebago as

the primary source of pollutants .
Last
summer,
I
researched the water quality in
Lake Winnebago, Little Lake
Butte des Morts, and the Fox
River near Lawe Street here in
Appleton. I determined the
water quality by measuring pollutants such
as phosphorous, nitrogen, and suspended
solids, and the composition of the plankton
eommunity, which is
also an indicator o
water quality. Plankton are tiny free-floating plants and animals
which make up the
first two levels of the
aquatic food chain .
Past research tells us
what the composition
of plankton tends to be
in clean versus polluted water, which gave
me a basis for comparison with my samples. I
found that the concentration of pollutants
increased
and
the
plankton community
changed
slightly
between Lake Winnebago and my Fox
River site. This demonstrates that, contrary
to the opinion that
Lake Winnebago is the only
important source of pollutants,
there are other pollutants from
other sources along the river,
which probably include nonpoint sources.
In order to reduce the pollutant loads to Lower Green Bay

. continued to page 5

Beyond Youngchild: Environmental Issues Tackled in the Caymans
BY CHARLEY SHAW

different habitats .
The Cayman experience is
different because, as Biology
Professor Bart DeStasio noted,
when something is missing,
"You don't have a stock room
that you can go to and get that
replacement part!"
Many factors make the con-

Scientists at Lawrence,
whether at the introductory or
the advanced level of the curriculum , are typically familiar
with the depths of Youngchild
and Stephenson Halls. The confines of these hallowed scientific halls present a
stable climate in
which
scientists
employ their de vices
to conduct specific
studies .
However, the laboratory experiments
· which usually reflect
and illuminate the
natural world are
lacking a key ingredient-changing con-.
ditions.
Though
devices such as autoclaves can pressurize
bacteria in order to
change their structure , the student's
data
collecting
process is never hin- ·
dered by a rain
storm .
Assuming
that the heat is well regulated, venience
the only changes in environ- buildings disappear in the realment are pre-planned by the ity of the outdoors. Climatic
students and faculty .
problems presented a difficulty
This constancy changed for the group because a large
remarkably for 12 students part of the group's research
from Lawrence 's Biology and involved underwater exploGeology departments who went ration of coral fringe reefs .
to the Cayman Islands between
"You're ultimately dictated
April 16 and April 30 to study by the weather," said DeStasio,

"because on certain days you
can't go diving because it's too
rough. That's the ultimate constraint but even working
through that you have failures
that occur in the field all the
time."
In addition to the weather
problems , junior Jackie Huss

found·· that they were at '"'tiie
mercy of the behavior of the fish
that they were trying to observe
for their independent study.
Despite these problems,
obtaining data is essential.
Thus making allowances for the
naturally occurring tribulations
is essential.
"Those practical logistic con-

siderations can make or break
the science." said DeStasio.
The students prepared for
the trip to the Cayman Islands
by taking an aquatic ecology
class during the Fall Term as
well as a series of classes that
prepared them to identify a
wide variety of species once on
the island.
All students take the· "Coral
Reef Environments" seminar
which is team-taught by the
three faculty members who lead
the trip .
Despite the variety of disciplines that students employ
while on the trip, through this
seminar, students fuse various
scientific fields . According to
DeStasio, "In that course,
everybody has the same goal.
We're looking at the diversity of
habitats on the island. We're
looking at what affects geology
as well as biology and the chemistry."
Once the group arrived at
the Caymans, they worked
together for one week. Then,
the second week on the island,
students completed independent projects they had designed
individually or in groups. They
researched from four sites
which provided quantitative
data and four other sites that
provided qualitative data. The
result for each group is a 40-60
page paper and an oral presentation.
To DeStasio, the rigorous

scholarship involved is necessary because, "The field experience or the laboratory experience is part of it but the communication of that and the synthesis of new ideas working
from the data that's collected is
the other part of that."
Thus, equipped with centrifuges, computers, respiration
apparatus, meter stick line, and
underwater cameras these
Lawrentians fused collected
data with scientific ideas to
experience
authentic field
research.
Many Lawrence students
analyzed fringing reefs, which
are a type of reef that occur 50
to 100 feet from shore .
According
to
DeStasio ,
"Coral reefs are a special kind
of habitat because they are

continueatopage5

Environmental
Interactions
Editor's note: "Environmental Interactions" is the
Lawrentian's theme page
concerning ecological
research and issuespertianing to Lawrence. Ideas and
contributions can be
·brought to our attention
through voice mail or email.
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Business and Pleasure in the Cayman Islands
continued from page 4
essentially an island in the middle of a sea with nothing in it."
The nutrient-deficient sea
around the fish, corals and
algae within the coral reef
ecosystem makes scientists
wonder, "How does this thing
work? How do you get this much
living material in one spot, and
how does it function?"
The coral that the Lawrence
scientists encountered is called
Elkhorn coral due to its construction. The coral excretes a
mineral called calcium carbonate. The calcium carbonate is
the "hard part that we generally think of as the coral," said
DeStasio. Living tissue is layered above the calcium carbonate and characteristically has
tentacles that can grab free-

floating plankton from the
water for nourishment.
DeStasio went on to say,
"It's a good canary-in-acoalmine for looking at problems that might occur."
According to DeStasio, construction on islands has affected the surrounding coral reefs,
and the results provide a good
indication of what happens to
besieged ecological systems.
A typical environmental
problem occurs when land zoning is changed and construction
is allowed to increase around
shorelines. According to DeStasio, "All of a sudden you have a
lot more debris running into
sewer systems. That gets
pushed right into the water. So
all of a sudden you have soil or
leaves or lots of material being

pushed into the sewer system or
just running into streams that
run into the water."
The animals in the coral
usually grab particles of food
from the water. Also, algae
which are symbiotic with need
light because they are photosynthetic. However, the invading soil and sediment cover up
the corals.
DeStasio noted, "So a
change in zoning laws can really affect the amount of sediment
... that goes into the water. It
just covers up the corals, the
corals can't get through to feed,
they can't get light to photosynthesize ... it can smother the
corals, essentially."
Studying
environmental
issues like these and handling
science in what sophomore

Gretchen Gerrish proclaimed a
"very diverse" ecosystem brings
Lawrence students beyond the
confines of the science building
and exposes them, first hand, to
natural elements. By encountering . this sort of system, stu-

Toxic Fox River
continued from page 4
more efficiently, more attention
will have to be focused on pollutants directly entering the Lower Fox River. The paper mills
and other large sources of pollution will continue to improve
their waste treatment under
the influence of state and federal regulations . The reduction of

Netanyahu Slightly Leads Peres in Israel Election
possibly neighboring Syria.
Victory for Netanyahu would be
a stunning upset by the 46-year-old
politician, who has never held an
JERUSALEM,May30 _Prime executive office. It probably would
Minister Shimon Peres and right- bring a halt or a major transformawing
challenger
Benjamin tion to the peace process with the
Netanyahu were virtually tied with Palestinians that has been going on
nearly all of the votes from regular since 1993.
ballot boxes counted in a national
Neither candidate claimed vicelection Wednesday that will deter- tory, but some supporters did.
mine the course of Israel's peace .
"A win is a win," Yossi Bellin,
negotiations with its Arab neigh- one of Peres' closest confidants and
bors.
a member of his Cabinet, said early
Preliminary results in the coun- in the evening. "We will continue
try's first direct vote for a prime the peace process."
minister gave N etanyahu · the
Netanyahu urged his supportslightest edge over Peres Thursday ers to be patient.
morning. With 98.6 percent of the
"The night is long. ... Don't lose
regular ballot boxes counted, Israel hope," Netanyahu said to cheers.
Radio reported Netanyahu with "Whatever happens, it is clear that
50.3 percent of the vote to 49.6 per- a large part of this nation supports
cent for Peres. This was aft.er Peres our way."
had held a lead throughout the
Netanyahu has branded the
night.
government's peacemaking with
Officials said in such a tight the Palestinians a failure and
race, every vote would count and insisted that he could achieve peace
final results could be delayed for without further territorial concesseveral days until the about sions.
150,000 votes of soldiers, diploHe played on Israeli fears oftermats, sailors and prisoners are rorism, while Peres put forth what
counted.
he termed a vision of hope.
Netanyahu's swing into the
It will be up to the victor to confront seemed to confirm a trend duct final negotiations with Palesthat had been building for hours. tinian leader Yasser Arafat over
The government's Channel 1 exit the next three years to determine
polls also projected N etanyahu the fundamental questions of
would win by 50.4 percent to 49.6 Israel's borders, control over
percent for Peres.
Jerusalem, the future of Jewish
The seesawing projections settlements in the West Bank and
alternately sent supporters in each Palestinian statehood.
party into fits of jubilation and
Negotiations with the Palestinibouts of nervousness, and prompt- ans are to be completed in 1999
ed speculation about a unity gov- under the breakthrough peace
ernment.
agreement that Peres and Prime
With the first returns in favor Minister Yitzhak Rabin signed
of Peres, young Labor activists _ with Arafat in Washington , D.C.,
the core of Peres' hard-fought cam- in 1993.
paign _ erupted in cheers, waved
Rabin was slain Nov. 4 by rightflags and olive branches and, using wing Jewish law student Yigal
the rival candidate's nickname, Amir, who opposed the agreement.
chanted, " Bibi's had it!" One banMany Israelis visited Rabin's
ner read, " Bye, bye Bibi."
grave on election day, and his widNetanyahu supporters started ow, Leah, disturbed by the apparout glum, but soon were dancing on ent closeness of the vote, urged peochairs and whooping with delight. ple to continue his legacy.
"Go home, Peres," they shouted.
" I don't understand how half of
No one expects the final results this nation does not understand
to be anything but a cliflhanger in that there is only one way and none
this deeply divided country.
other, that we are on the road to
For Peres, even a narrow victo- peace," she told Channel 2 TV.
ry would be a tremendous victory. "This embarrasses me."
The 73-year-old Nobel laureate has
Earlier, she had tearfully
led his party to defeat in four previ- described voting for the first time
ous elections. A victory not only without Rabin at her side. And she
would give him the personal seal of termed it--~ unprecedented scanapproval he has long sought, but it dal" that Amir, who is in prison,
would allow him to move forward was allowed to cast a ballot.
Voting took place without any
with his policy of trading land for
peace with the Palestinians and major problems, but the legacy of
BY MARJORIE MILLER

WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

violence was felt when Peres was
forced to increase his security and
change his schedule because of
reported threats from Jewish
extremists.
The Likud Party, which had
closed its headquarters when it
looked as if Netanyahu might lose,
reopened it at 2 a.m. when a
Netanyahu victory suddenly
appeared possible.
In Washington, President Clinton kept a vigil in the White House,
receiving a stream of partial election results relayed from the U.S.
Embassy in Israel through National Security Advisor Anthony Lake.
White House officials were visibly crestfallen when the results
began to turn against Peres, whom
Clinton virtually endorsed as his
preferred partner in the Middle
East peace process.
A spokesman said Clinton
planned to telephone the winner of
the election as soon as the result
was clear.
Israel Radio reported that
Arafat also stayed up all night listening to results, and was shocked
by the shift in Netanyahu's favor.
Whatever the outcome of the
prime minister's race, both Labor
and Likud took heavy losses in parliament, where the religious parties
were the big winners, apparently
with an unprecedented 24 seats in
the Knesset, or parliament, up
from 16.
Partial results showed Labor
winning 35 seats, compared to 44
in the last Knesset, and the Likud
coalition with 32, down from 40.
The leftist Meretz Party lost three
of its seats, keeping nine.
Meanwhile, Russians, ArabIsraelis and the centrist Third Way
parties won surprising backing.
Former Russian dissident
Natan Sharansky's new immigrant
party, Yisrael Ba-Aliya, apparently
took six seats, and the two predominantly Arab parties increased
their seats from five to nine. Third
Way won three seats.
The prime minister-elect has 45
days to present a government to
the Knesset for approval .
Given the new makeup of the
Knesset, even if Peres wins he will
no longer be able to form a government with only left-of-center parties _ Labor, Meretz and the Arab
parties.
But there was little doubt that
Peres or Netanyahu would be able
to form a government with minority parties.
Early Thursday, Likud party
campaign chief Tsahi Hanegbi said

dents begin to grasp the complexity of ecosystems in general.
DeStasio said, "We deal with
more than coral reefs, we deal
with general ecology."

he believed Netanyahu would win
but that the country was so divided
the only logical conclusion seemed
to be a unity government with both
Labor and Likud.
"In any case, the people are
split. A unity government, if it finds

continued to page 1

nonpoint sources, however, is
largely dependent upon individual citizen efforts. Anyone who
fertilizes his or her lawn, or
dumps old oil into the sewer, or
litters in the street is polluting
the fox river because all of
these pollutants are likely to
flow into the river eventually.
Thus, individual citizens hold
the responsibility to clean up
the river just as much as huge
industries do . We must not only
stop ourselves from polluting,
but also influence our peers to
do the same. By preventing and
removing litter, by encouraging
the safe disposal of toxic liquids , by u sing organic gardening and lawn care methods , and
by reporting violations to local
authorities, we can each help to
detox the Fox.

Excluding Women from Combat
Duty Shrinks the Talent Pool
BY ROSEMARY MARINE
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

Four hundred years before
the birth of Christ, Plato's
"Republic" described the Just
City protected by a warrior clan
whose defining characteristic
was "thymos," roughly translated as "spiritedness." Because
this trait was not a function of
gender, but found in individuals
of both sexes, Plato argued that
"what has to do with war, must
be assigned to women also, and
they must be used ih the same
ways."
The concept of men and
women marching alongside in
battle had nothing to do with
equal opportunity or radical feminism, concepts noticeably absent
in Greek philosophy, but rather
was considered just and provided
for the city's b.e st defense . However, Plato concluded, such a
state could not exist until
" philosophers became kings, and
kings became philosophers."
Twenty-four hundred years
later, American women (and
those of many other nations )
serve in front-line combat roles
as members of the Guardian
Class. Yet the so-called "women
in combat" debate is still as esoteric as it is emotional. For what
is really being argued is not the
nature of war, but the nature of
man.
Plato contended that men
and women have the same power
of reasoning. If properly trained
and freed of child-rearing responsibilities, women could fill the
same roles as men. The far more
pervasive view reflected the Aristotelian position that women, as
"unfinished men," were not the
equals of men in any sphere.
Both philosophers agreed that a

perquisite of full citizenship was
membership in the Guardian
Class. It is along these same
lines that the role of women as
warriors . and as citizens is
argued even now in American
society.
First, a reality check. Women
have always "been in combat."
The consternation over women
warriors is a peace-time one,
because in war necessity is the
overriding concern. Anyone selling the notion women and children are somehow protected from
war's horrors need only read the
newspaper accounts of Bosnia or
Rwanda, let alone the Bible.
While women are invariably
among war's many innocent victims, they have also taken up
arms and fought back. From the
Old Testament's description of
Deborah's leadership on the battlefield to the women serving in
the Gulf War _ Margaret Corbin
to Joan of Arc
women have
fought and killed. Just with men,
there are individual women who
can do the job and others who can
not.
The common approach to the
subject of women in combat is to
cover all the old chestnuts about
pregnancy, cohesion, social
experimentation, double standards, physical strength, POWs,
sexual attraction, fraternization,
" femi-nazi" conspiracies, the
draft_ you name it_ and finish
with a sweeping statement that
the purpose if the military is to
win wars and how women are
either good or bad toward this
end. The traditional myths of
male protectors and manly war
are passionately cited. 'l'his is the
"can" women fight vs. "should"
they fight format.
In the "can" category, propo-

contmued to page 6
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Dole Proposes Trying Teen Offenders as Adults
BY ELAINE

S.

POVICH

WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

REDONDO BEACH, Calif._
With visions of California's 54
electoral votes, but behind President Clinton by as much as 20
points, presumptive Republican
presidential candidate Bob Dole
turned up his anti-crime crusade;
calling for prosecuting and sentencing young offenders as
adults .
"When you commit a _v iolent
crime as a teen-ager you're going
to be tried as an adult and punished as an adult," Dole said at a
community park rally in an area
where residents have been successful in stemming gang activity. Dole said he would pro.pose
legislation next week that
would allow teen-agers to be
treated as adults in federal
crimes.
But in a demonstration of the
difficulties Dole faces in trying to
beat Clinton in California, where
the president remains as popular
as he was in 1992 when he carried the state over former President Bush and Ross Perot, the
Dole rally was invaded by an
army of Clinton supporters,
Democratic officials and police
officers praising Clinton for funding community-based policing.
"We were contacted by the
Clinton people," said Officer John
Brimmage of the Orange County
Sheriffs Department: "We're
here to be available so maybe you

can hear the flip side."
The swift orchestration of the
Clinton pre-emptive strike was
remarkable given that the Dole
campaign had not officially
acknowledged
the
Redondo
Beach event until late Tuesday.
"The president's crime bill
has been working to put cops on
the street," including some officers in the park where Dole
appeared, Brimmage said.
In his speech at Perry Park, a
sparkling complex of playgrounds and neighborhood facilities, Dole did not mention the
community policing issue and
funding that was included in
Clinton's 1994 crime bill . Dole
opposed the crime bill and voted
against it because it included $5
billion for "wasteful social spending," according to Dole campaign
policy director Dennis Shea.
Included in the social programs
was so-called " midnight basketball," derided by critics as funding play time, but supported by
others as a way to get kids off the
streets at night.
Dole credited the Redondo
Beach community for helping to
get rid of gangs by pressing for a
temporary injuction against certain kinds of loitering and hanging out.
But Bob Pinzler; a Democratic city councilman from Redondo
Beach, said it was "pretty
cheeky" of Dole to use the park as
a prop. "Because of the community policing people felt comfort-

climb."
able coming here," Pinzler said.
The community had begun its
But in a taste of things to
anti-gang program before the come, Khachigian put Clinton on
crime bill passed, but it got notice about the flavor of the fall
$350,000 in federal funds to hire campaign, playing on the themetwo more police officers to work of Clinton's favorite basketball
in the program shortly after it coach, Nolan Richardson of the
began.
Arkansas Razorbacks, who calls
Ken Khachigian, the veteran a basketball game "'40 minutes of
Republican operative recently hell."
brought on board the Dole cam- .
"He (Clinton) is going to have
paign in California, acknowl- 80 days of hell after the (San
edged that winning the state · Diego GOP) convention," Khachi"will not be an easy hill to gian told reporters traveling with

Is China's Army the Real Wild Card?
BY TOM PLATE
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

The diplomat from Beijing; in
a sharp double-breasted suit and
even sharper English, suddenly
cut off the discussion and became
short with me. Perhaps that was
because I was starting to get his
goat with my argument that
someday China the Vast might
crumble, like the former Soviet
Union, into a hodgepodge of
states and provinces and duchies
quite beyond the control of the
central party.
"Quite imaginative," he said,
going overboard with a diplomatic compliment. "But quite wrong.
And wrong for two reasons. The
first is that you Westerners
underestimate the
tremendous lure of a reunited
Chinese motherland. Just think
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao _ all

Won1en and Military Roles
continued from page 5
nents refute each negative example by citing female success stories. Critics counter that if
women are doing well, it is
because they are getting special
treatment. If they do poorly, it is
because they are women. Military men who support genderneutral policies are castigated as
" politically correct" wimps. To
those who sincerely believe that
women should not fight, even if
they can, no amount of reasoning
or empirical evidence ·to the contrary matters. All of which is
very interesting reading, but ultimately irrelevant.
The fundamental question is
simple : Are men and women
equal human beings first, and
should therefore participate in
society as full citizens based on
their individual God-given abilities? Only qualified individuals of
either sex would then perform
military service, including combat duty. If conscription is practiced, then it too is predicated on
individual circumstances and
aptitude, not gender. The converse belief is that women are
inherently inferi or to men and
thus their participation is prescribed by class. In the context of
American society, the question is
whether an adult female is a full
citizen, with equal protection
under the Constitution or, as
with children, a member of a
" protected" class with limited
rights.
It is distinctly American that
this issue is posed in terms of
individual rights vs. the collec-

tive, for our history is a living
treatise· on this aspect of human
nature . The founders, wellschooled in the Greek and Roman
classics, created a onstitutional
state with safeguards against
tyranny, be it of~'the one, the few
or the many." They were heavily
influenced by the writings of
Enlightenment philosophers and
John Locke, who
advanced the concept of natural rights. As Christians, they
were familiar with the concept of
universal equality if\ the sight of
God. Unlike the totalitarian city
of Plato's Republic, the Founding
Fathers rejected a social caste
system and established a divided
government that acknowledged
the primacy of individual rights .
The result has been unprecedented liberty and prosperity.
I suggest that it was with the
ratification of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, that
philosophers became kings _ and
ensured that future rulers would
honor philosophy. The inclusion
of women in combat roles is simply an extension of the principals
embodied in these documents
and an acknowledgment of
female citizens as full citizens.
The combat laws were repealed
by Congress, in accordance with
our system of government, following a two-decade debate that
culminated with the Gulf War.
Those who think this happened
overnight were simply not paying
attention. Nor is the participation of women incompatible with
national security. Rather, it
ensures the strongest possible
defense by increasing the pool

Dole. " The nasty boys in Washington have met .their match .
He's going to be taken down.
We're going to do it fair and
square but we're going to be
tough."
Some of that may depend,
however, on how much money the
Dole campaign is willing to spend
on California, which is crucial for
Clinton, but which political
strategists say Dole could win the
presidency without.

from which to draw the best qualified individuals.
Uniformed men and women
are serving around the world as
honorable professionals, side by
side, ready to go in harm's way.
As we remember those who paid
the ultimate price in the service
of country, it is useful for military members to reflect upon
what it is that we defend a.pd
why.
The American military tradition is very different from those
of our European ancestors. The
capacity in which we serve is a
function of.individual ability, not
membership in an aristocratic
class. We swear our allegiance
not to. king or country, but to
uphold and defend the United
States
Constitution.
Since
George Washington served as the
first Commander in Chief of the
" Army of the Constitution," what
we fight for and how are crucial,
for the armed forces can not violate the very things we are
charged with protecting. Our loyalties first and foremost are · to
the principles for which we exist
to defend, not to each other.
As the men and women who
rest in our national cemeteries
know, these principles form the
true basis of our great nation's
freedom and are well worth the
sacrifice to preserve by and for
all our citizens.

returning to the motherland states.
after so many decades." Merely a
Chinese trade negotiators,
Chinese communist spiel? No ; smarting ov.er the recently prolast Monday, in a notably concil- posed billions in U.S. sanctions,
iatory inauguration speech, Tai- have indicated to their American
wan President Lee Teng-hui
explicitly rejected "Taiwan inde- counterparts that closing down
penclence" and called for "both those mainland factories that
sides to pursue eventual national illegally duplicate U.S. software,
CD-ROMs and compact discs is
reunification."
Continued the Beijing diplo- not as easy as it sounds, especialmat, in English honed with years ly when some of them are owned
of service abroad: "But there is by the
another reason you are mistaken.
People's Liberation Army .
The party knows that if we don't
Phony · excuse or honest admisimprove the economic welfare of
our people, then we'll be out of sion? The PLA is a powerful and
power, just like the Soviet Com- almost-independent player in the
munist Party. In the end, you new China; the dramatic U.S.
have to deliver the goods. And if arrests for illegal Chinese arms
we don't, we'll be out, too. Eco- smuggling pointed to major, ominomic development is, for us, nous PLA involvement. Without
everything now." A revealing and a Mao or a Deng to keep it in its
important admission: The party place, and with no clear successor
evidently believes that if the peoto the latest Chinese dynasty,
ple's stomachs and mouths are
well fed, the people's hearts and one senses that the PLA · is
minds will stay with the pro- almost sover~ign unto it.self.
Worse yet, not unlike the U.S.
gram. Sounded suspiciously capiCongress, the PLA is an unguidtalistic and materialistic to me.
Deng Xiaoping is dying; Mao ed missile in the troubled Sinois long gone. But China lives on _ U.S. bilateral relationship. Was
among the world's oldest civiliza- all that clumsy blustering over
tions and its most vast nation. the Taiwan Strait back in March
Will it break up into a maze of
ministates, as some experts the cool, calculated product of the
believe? Or, if my diplomatic cool, calculating and urbane fortutor is correct, mature into the eign ministry officials that I met
21st century's new superpower_ when I visited Beijing? Or was it
more important than the United a sign of the PLA acting more or
States and Japan and everyone · less as an independent force, flexelse?
ing its muscles for the edification
Who can say with any confi- of the non-PLA party authorities
dence which way China will go? in Beijing as much as anyone in
That's why calls from some members of Congress to . " contain" Taipei? Even more worrisome , is
China would be sort of comical if there a visible generation gap in
they were not so worrisomely the PLA that threatens to erupt
egocentric. Contain what? For in a showdown for power? "The
how long? At what cost? And young PLA turks were absolutely
why? The Beijing of today is not itching for a fight when the U.S.
the same iron-fisted, do-it-or-else sent in the two carriers," claimed
Beijing of 20 years ago.
a Taiwanese official. ' Tm so glad
Whatever happens with the Clinton
emerging China will happen
didn't send a carrier through
largely because of developments
who knows what
within China it.self, not because the strait
of external pressure. Let's might have happened?" Surely
remember that its 5,000 years of the Clinton administration, for
political , history have included all its many policy problems in
everything from the tight leash of Asia, handled this one just about
dynastic control to the chaos of right.
warlordism. What's next? Today
Congress is about to embark
the central government is strugon a predictably rancorous annugling to keep China's nearly
three dozen provinces, ·regions, al debate over whether to continself-administered cities and ue China's current trade status.
annexed territories together. If we have learned nothing else
Current Chinese anxiety can be from the hi story of our pitiful
seen in a favorite slogan of the relations with China _ a history
Beijing propaganda machine: replete with monumental blun"Long live the unity of the Chi- ders and persistent misundernese .people." Maybe not so long: standings and mutual . tauntings
A Pentagon study last year com_ we should have learned the
puted the chances of a Sovietstyle breakup at about 50-50. need for caution, care and humilRespected Japanese author ity.
I'm honestly not sure we're up
Kenichi Ohmae predicts for ·China a commonwealth future of to it. And I'm not sure the PLA is,
reasonably autonomous Chinese either.
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Shifller's List

ASIA-A Week

The Grand Finale! A Reflection on Those Bittersweet College Years
An odd thing happened to me
over Memorial Day Weekend.
On Saturday, after I got out of
the shower, I walked into my
room and turned on my CD player. Instead of "Peaches," I heard
the following message:
Good morning Mr. Shiffler. Your mission, should you
choose to accept it, is to write
a column for The Lawrentian
that answers the question,
"What is the Lawrence Difference?" Your answer must be
heart-warming, yet , humorous. It must capture the
essence of life at L.U, You
must also include a top ten
list on a related topic, Good
luck, Mike, And don't forget
your history paper is due later this week. This message
will self-destruct in four sec_onds ,
Then smoke poured out of my
cd player.
"How am I going to accomplish this mission," I thought.
"Boy, I wish Peter Graves or even
Tom Cruise were here, right
now." So I began to consider possible routes I could take. I could
reminisce about all the fun times
I have had at L.U. I could
describe all the evenings I spent
in someone's room where we
would drink beer and gripe about
how much social life at L.U.
sucked. In the name of equal
time, I could mention fuzzy memories of frat parties, or nights in
the V .R. that more or less ended

with many of my classmates and
me walking/running across campus wearing nothing, in my case,
but black Nikes and and white
socks. Then again not all our
nights at L.U. were wild and
crazy, or for that matter, fun.
There's no way I could
talk about the Lawrence Difference and not talk about stress.
When we first arrived, Rik told
us, "Your business here is to
learn.~ Unfortunately learning
wasn't al ways fun, especially
when it occurred at the end of the
term. Nothing induces anxiety
quite like this realization:. "It's
9th week, and I have three
papers left. Oh no, I have more
papers left than weeks in the
term." Time and time again, I can
recall finishing my last paper of
the term just in time to start
cramming for finals. On the way
to a final, I would (and will next
week) look at all of us students
heading toward Sci or Main Hall,
and think, "Like lemmings to the
sea."
Since only one term out of
three is hopelessly bleak, the
Lawrence Difference is a positive
aspect of our college careers. I
could also just write about the
highlights from my time at
Lawrence (it is iny list after all):
as a freshman, when I actually
read all of Plato's Republic that
was assigned; when I turned
twenty-one during April of my
sophomore year (actually that's
more of a lowlight); last spring,
when I experienced English (pub)
culture first-hand in London; this

Important Israel Elections
continued to page 5
some kind of mechanism of cooperation and agreement on common
guidelines ... any solution but this
seems to be problematic."
The last unity government
served for two years beginning in
1988 with Likud's Yitzahk Shamir
as prime minister and Peres as
finance minister. Peres also served
as prime minister at the head of a
unity government from 1984-1986.
The Central Elections Committee announced that 79.7 percent of
the 3.9 million registered voters
turned out to cast ballots on the
sunny election day_ up from about
77 .4 percent in 1992, when Rabin
was voted into office to end 15
years of Likud rule.
The turnout of Arab Israeli voters also rose significantly to 77 percent, from 68 percent in 1992.
The overwhelming majority of
Israeli Arabs is believed to have
voted for Peres, despite anger over
his recent military offensive in
Lebanon and a three-month closure on the Palestinian territories
after bus bombings earlier this
year. Arab leaders withheld their
endorsements until the last
minute.
The high Arab turnout drew
thanks from Labor Party leaders
and criticism from the right-wing
opposition, who pointed out that
Netanyahu had the majority of
Jewish support in the election _
implying that Peres' Arab support
would make any victory of his illegitimate.
Israel has about 800,000 Arab
citizens, and 440,000 of them were
registered to vote. To win their support, Peres said he would consider

appointing the Jewish state's first
Arab minister.
" There is one state of Israel
with Jewish, Arab, Druze, Christian citizens and they all have the
right to vote," Finance Minister
Avraham Shohat said.
Netanyahu had a much greater
lead among Jewish voters. In the
last days of the campaign, some of
his religious supporters issued
signs and bumper stickers saying,
"Only Netanyahu. this is good for
the Jews," drawing charges of
racism.
"We heard that it is a shame to
say that Bibi is good for the Jews,"
Likud campaign chief Tsahi
Hanegbi said. " But now we hear
that in the Jewish sector the
absolute majority of Jews believe
Netanyahu is good for the Jews
and I believe the absolute majority
of Jews are not racist."
Ultra-Orthodox voters were
believed to have voted for
Netanyahu. Newspapers on election day carried front-page photo
graphs of the Likud candidate kissing the Western Wall on one of his
final campaign stops. There are
about 200,000 registered voters in
the ultra-Orthodox community,
and several of their leading rabbis
endorsed Netanyahu in the last
days of the campaign.
On election day, Israeli troops
sealed off the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, fearing terrorist attacks, and
about 25,000 soldiers and police
were deployed across the country to
protect voters.
Each of the country's approximately 6,700 polling places had
security forces standing guard at
the entrance against Islamic and
Jewish extremists.

fall when I finally "got" Hegel's
theory of history; and the sense of
community at L.U. I have felt on
a daily basis for four years. When
I think about my time at L.U.,
however, one highlight really
stands above the rest. It involves
something my friend, "Ralph"
(not his real name) used to say to
me ~ the time. Often when he
had a bad case of gas, he would
pass some, waft the smell toward
his nose, grimace, and then
urgently exclaim, "Come over
here, you've gotta smell this!"
The sad thing is I would, and this
amused us for hours on end. For
me, "Ralph's" flatulence is the
Lawrence Difference.
Ah hah, Mission accomplished. Since this is the last
Shiffler's List, provided all goes
well, I have included not one
extremely -funny list, but two soso lists of observations I have
made while at L.U. Finally, I
would like to thank everyone who
has read and contributed to this
column over the past two years.
Without further ado ...
Top Ten Ways L.U. Has
Changed Since My Freshman
Year

10) New student packets used
to include joints and condoms;
now they just have condoms.
9) "Party Naked with the
President Kegger" replaced by
"Matriculation Picnic"
8) V .R. used to serve anyone
taller than the bar; now they
card.
7) In 1992, "O.J." was just
something we m!-xed with vodka.

6) Instead of having B.Y.O.B.
parties, frats provided all partygoers with their own kegs .
5) Four years ago, betting
against Lawrence in an athletic
event was a sure thing.
4) All Freshman Studies lectures were rapped.
3) Warch's Beatles 'do didn't
look as outdated.
2)
Unlike the current
Lawrentian, campus paper was
never mistaken for The New
York Times.
1) Appleton didn't suck as
much.
and ...
Top Ten Signs You've Spent
Four Years at a Bad College
10. Get A's whether you go to
class or not.
9. Professors preface all sentences with the words: "like,"
"dude," or •man."
8. Final grades determined
by doing shots.
7. Campus social life rocks.
6. It is easier to sleep in your
bed than the chairs in the
library.
5. Mid-terms have swimsuit
and evening wear sections.
4. The food is really good.
3. Students have something
better to do than spend an hour
outside waiting for a lot of drunk,
naked seniors to walk past them.
2. "Loser" is the alma mater,
and students know the words.
1. Students do not have to
read Plato's Republic.

continued from page 1
Asian/Pacific American Heritage
was not meant to be a pity trip for
the insecure Asian/Pacific Americans; it was an attempt to correct
the wrongs of American bigotry
and historical misrepresentation.
This is not a "Asian thing," it is an
American thing."
When
we
celebrate
Asian/Pacific American history,
literature, and arts, we are celebrating what it means to be am
American. This is not "ethnic
cheerleading," this recognizing an
important American subculture
that has contributed to American
progress for over 200 years. Americans of Asian and Pacific Island
descent have a unique experience
in this country, and many of these
experiences were molded and are
molded by the sheer fact that they
are Asians and Pacific Islanders.
Asian/Pacific Americans are not
all successful model minorities
who have surpassed the influences of racism, classism, and ethnocentrism. Asian/Pacific Americans are still struggling, and we
are sick and tired of being compared to other minorities while
still living in the shadows of the
privileged race.
There is still so much to be
learned and so much to be discussed. If you don't know something, ask and learn; don't
assume you already know. For
everyone who made the attempt
to open up their minds to
Asian/Pacific American experience this month, thank you and
continue you learning process.
This is not a monocultural society;
in never was and it never will be.
Consider yourselves lucky-indulge in American diversity.
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Through Thick and Thin, A Job Well Done
BY CHARLEY SHAW

At the beginning of this year,
the staff of the Lawrentian consisted of a small amount of people
that faced several large problems.· I clearly remember coming
to school a few days early to do
some work as the sports editor. I
went through the process of
interviewing various coaches and
athletes in order to write stories
that I hoped ultimately would be
published. As I went about my
work, I made the mystical
assumption that editorial work
was going on around me as I did
my own thing. This reasoning
proved to be false and the
Lawrentian ended up to be void
of the writers necessary to actually publish. With only one issue
published that term, we clearly
have had our work cut out for us
to accomplish . We still do.
However, I would like to
thank two people who not only
stuck with the paper when the
chips were down but have lent
both creative and exhaustive
efforts to the paper at all times.
Both Mike Shiffler and Matt
Helland will be moving on in different directions after this last
edition for 95-96. However , in
their own capwcities, they have
made incredible contributions to
the Lawrentian.
Shiffier, better kno~n as Shiff
of course, will be graduating in a
few days (after he hands irl his
paper for Hittle and takes his

contribution of conversation to
American pluralism. His observances of campus talk discovered,
oddly enough, the many angles
that that inanimate campus icon
Natural Light plays into our
lives. Items in Shifl's list were as
follows, "McNeil/Leber? Is that
the company that
brews Natural Light?"
and, "No, mom, everyone on campus is celibate, although I have
had Natural Light
with Lawrence women
on occasion." and also,
"Sorry
President
Warch, we don't have
Natural Light on tap."
Instead of taking a
lofty
know-it-all
approach
to
his
columns , Shiff has
found
fault
in
his
own
rr::;:;.·.·
, . ,·
biases. When stating
Layout Editor, Matt Helland aka "The Man"
the top-ten signs of a
bad fraternity last
and society in general.
His pointed observations at year, he noted in his preamble
society's over-indulgence has led that after all the flack that indehim to ask, "Why can't Christmas pendents give to the Greek sysbe more like Flag Day, or better tem, "It is no wonder they call us
GDI's.
yet Arbor Day?"
Not all ofShifl's columns comShiffs columns have been the
only element of the Lawrentian ment on the umbrella of the Natthat have moved beyond the ural Light constructed Lawrence
adroit sounding language typi- underworld . In fact just in time
fied by editorials and newstories, for Valentines day, his list for
and have satirized the campus's 2/9/95 brought the campus up to
date on its love situation, "Now, I
more foolish tendencies.
One of my favorite examples am not saying that love is dead,"
is his exploration of campus lingo said Shiff, "I am just saying love
that followed in response to Pres- is in the hospital, in critical conident Warch's convocation on the dition, and all the doctors and

Econ. final). In the fall he plans
to enroll at the University of Wisconsin law school.
Since his debut column in
November of 1994, he has revolutionized the format of the Lettermanian top-ten list and critiqued
many facets of life at Lawrence

the paper. 'through first term up
to the present, Matt and I have
seen the sun come up through the
window of our Brokaw Hall office
many times. However, his layout
direction always has created a finished product
for the Kaukana Times to
print by 7:30AM.
Matt has offered an
enormous time commitment coupled with the
insanely
painstaking
ability to do layout over
the past two academic
years. Next year, he will
be hanging up his layout
editor post in order to
pursue editorial writing
interests.
Both Shiff and Helland's contributions have
.,::,.,. , . been cornerstones of the
newspaper. Not only
:ti were their contributions
1 well constructed, but
The man behind the list, Mike Shiffler
their efforts over many
phases of the Lawrenyou laugh.
Matt Helland, though he has tian's progress reassured everynot built a name for himself one else on staff that a small
through witty commentary, has ·amount of people were dedicated
also had an enormous affect on to printing and improving the
the experience of reading the content and structure of the
Lawrentian.
Matt's
layout newspaper. As the staff increases
artistry on our complex version of in number their contributions
QuarkExpress has been constant will stand examples to a job well
done . Not only have they excelled
and well constructed.
Not only does is eye for layout their own areas, they have been
guide the reader's trek through vocal members of the editorial
each issue, but his willingness to board whose advice I am indebtspend long hours at his craft has ed. Thanks guys.
been an astute contribution to

nurses are at home watching a
special two-hour Melrose Place."
Whether his satire had a biting edge or a contrasting weirdness, Shi ff made me and I'm sure

,.,,,'I

I'

Coffin Combated Southern Racism, Northern lndiff erence
continued from pa.gg_J_
Abernathy · speedily replied ,
"Man, we've been embarrassed
all our lives." With Coffin in the
front passenger seat next to
Abernathy, they drove off, surrounded by the angry white mob,
toward the black district of Montgomery where Abernathy lived .
The house itself was surrounded by armed Guardsmen,
and Coffin's account noted that
the attitude of the group inside
the house, which ihcluded King,
was cheerful as a result of the
completion of a different freedom
ride. However, tension rose in the
house upon hearing the news
that those riders had been jailed.
On top of the immediate
Southern oppression, Abernathy
and King were under pressure
from Attorney General Robert
ennedy to "delay trips until the
resent state of confusion and
anger has passed and an atmoshere of reason and normalcy has
een restored ."
This call to put the freedom
des on the back burner as a
eans for the Kennedy administ ation to further diplomacy was
c untered by Abernathy, as Cofn quoted in his memoir: "A
r turn to what he calls 'normalcy'
ould mean a return to injustice.
return to 'reason' would mean a
r tum to what you might call
' nforced unreasonableness.'"
The tendency for Northern
c ·tics of non-violence was charcterized by asking for, "Peace at
y price. As long as the peace is
·ne and someone else · pays the
·ce. That was typical of those
ho were indifferent to the racial
s ruggle."
These Northern critics dis·ssed King as a troublemaker.
owever, Coffin recalled that
King would respond by saying,

"I'm not making trouble, I'm simply pointing out that we have
trouble."
Thus through non- viol ence
King's philosophy "ground[ed]"
violence by not retaliating to.
aggressive acts of racial oppression.
The attitudes of the North
hurt race relations because,
according to Coffin, "Indifference
is a spiritual failure."
Given Alabama Governor
John Patterson's refusal to protect black freedom riders, the

group at Abernathy's house concluded that taking Kennedy's
advice and initiating a "coolingoff period" would only be passively allowing prejudice to remain
the "law of the land."
Having faced the m obs'
vicious anger toward the freedom
riders, the states' hesitancy to
provide protection, and the federal government's request to postpone their activities, King immediately called for prayer. "First
Ralph, then Martin prayed-for
patience and courage."

The next day, upon deciding
to continue on to Jackson, Mississippi, Coffin and the r est of the
riders were jailed for disturbing
the peace at the bus depot. As he
was escorted into the police vehicle, Mcquire commented, "At
least we can integrate the paddy
wagon."
Coffin's $1,000 bail was
raised by Yale staff members and
faculty. Soon after, Coffin and the
group returned to Connecticut
hoping to find better race relations in Alabama the next time

that they returned.
Coffin accented the importance of seeing beyond the "thin
slice of American life" to acknowledge the "larger slice," saying,
"Diversity is the hardest thing for
a society to live with but the most
dangerous thing for a society to
live without."
In addition to demonstrations
such as the freedom rides, Coffin
insists that bringing about social
change over time also requires
caring and avoiding the politics of
self-indulgence.

Swimmers Successful in National Competition
BY CHARLEY SHAW

Atlanta, Ga.-In the aftermath, of the 1995-1996 swimming season and the recent
NCAA Division III national
championships, Lawrence head
coach Kurt Kirner is now
straightening things up. With the
mens team placing 1st in the conference and the womens team
coming in 2nd while representatives from each team earned AllAmerica honors, Kirner now
needs to defeat the mountain of
paper work that sits atop his
desk. Gesturing to the odds and
ends that surround him, Kirner
concludes: "There are a lot of
things that I'm trying to do to
wrap up the season"
Kirner's catch up work comes
after a spring break spent at the
national competitions which
were held at Emory University
during the weekend of March 14-

16 and the following weekend of
the
21-23.
Representing
Lawrence were Tracy Maschman
and Charles Mitchell who
advanced to nationals at the Midwest
conference
meet.
Maschman qualified for the 100
and 200 yard butterfly. She
placed 17th in the 100 fly which
was just under the cut for allAmerica honors. Maschman,
however, e~med all-America status in the 200 fly by placing 9th.
By placing 9th , with a time of
211.01, she became the highest
placing woman swimmer at
nationals in Lawrence history.
"Tracy was pure consistency, .. " said Kirner. "It was the best'
I'd seen her pace the 200 fly
ever."
Maschman's preliminary time
was a lifetime best though Kirner
noted that she didn't have and
"even split" that she displayed in
the finals . "We did a lot of talking about how we wanted her to

split the race out, or how we
wanted her to pace the r ace out
and she actually did come
through with some very good
splits [in the finals]."
In Maschman's final heat of
the 200 fly, she came in last after
the first 100 yards. However, she
made her move going into the
second 200 yards and took first
place in the heat. "That is indicative of her being able to split out
the race properly ... " said Kirner.
"Tracy just swam what I would
consider a very ideal race."
Mitchell qualified for nationals in the 200 yard backstroke.
His time of 157.10 in the 200
yard backstroke earned him 16th
place and all-America honors.
"Chas swam his butt off ... the
competition was extremely good."
Against this competition,
Mitchell swam a tough race in
the 200 yard back stroke despite
being edged out in the end. In
16th place, Mitchell filled the last

place. "For him to get the 16th
was a real uphill battle"
Mitchell's accomplishment at
nationals holds further significance because he became the first
male Lawrence swimmer to place
at nationals since 1968.
"Chas . . . was just persistence." said Kirner who noted the
fact that Mitchell qualified for his
event a longtime before nationals . "He really held up well."
For both swimmers, reaching
the national competition is a
accomplishment in itself. "People
can be great swimmers within
their conference and really be
quite exceptional ... " said Kirner.
"in our case just to have swimmers who can make it in is
extremely hard." Kirner noted
that once having advanced to
nationals, swimmers have a good
chance at placing at the actual
competition. "To just get to that
level is tough ."
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